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Significance of Fuji

● “Its power can demolish the surrounding landscape and kill nearby residence. 
But its life-giving water provides the source of fertility and rice.”-H.Byron 
Earheart

● People have relied on Mt.Fuji since ancient times; the groundwater has 
helped grow crops 

● Provides water for agriculture

     and a rich life of plants and animals.



Sighting Mt. Fuji
● A century ago,16 hills in Tokyo were categorized as Fujimizaki.

● Thirty-six views of Mt. Fuji By Hokusai .

● Pilgrimage to the mountain (July 1st through late August).

● Climb at night to watch the sunrise.



What Have We Put On Mt. Fuji?
● Huts provide refreshments, medical supplies, and a place to sleep.

● Hut etiquette: 

-Arrive at decent time, 

-make sure to take off shoes in correct places, 

-be respectful of noises, 

-cancel reservations days before 

and show up on time.



What Have We Put On Mount Fuji?
● Japanese phone provider, provides free wifi during summer months.
● Vending machines on the mountain.



Mt. Fuji Terrain 
1. Alpine Zone
2. Subalpine Zone
3. Mountainous Zone
4. Hill zone



The Seasons and Mt. Fuji

- Most Visible during the
Winter months

- Summer months bring poor
visibility due to the 
rainy season “tsuyu” where rain
Is not necessarily heavy, but
skies are almost certainly 
gloomy

- May - October is typhoon 
season in Japan, (grey, cloudy 
skies make for poor visibility)

- Winter time skies 
are clear and visibility is highest





Mt. Fuji and the Japanese Aesthetic
Transience

Fragility

Seasonality



ANIMALS



KAMOSHIKA   

● Also known as Japanese Serow

● Protected as a national monument 
since 1934

● Natural heritage



KAMOSHIKA 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKhO4-i5IsY


KITSUNE
● Live between the foot of 

the mountain and the 5th 
climbing station (2,400 m) 

● Inari, Japanese god 
(Shinto okami) of fertility, 
rice, agriculture, business, 
and money







World
Heritage
Site



Fujisan: Sacred place and Artistic inspiration 



And here they all come by the bus load



Volunteers make an effort



Scientists and Volunteers deal with invasive species



Mount Fuji Charter: Rules for Respecting Nature
● Bring back your garbage, pick up other people’s
● Bring a portable ashtray
● Don’t deviate from trails
● Put a cap on the pole
● Do not bring pets
● Refrain from capturing animals, gathering plants, or sampling rocks
● No grafitti
● Keep the toilets clean
● No idling
● Automobile restriction
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